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program notes
Pines of Rome 1924  
Ottorino Respighi |  1879 -1936 

Ottorino Respighi is a rarity: an Italian 
composer who managed to achieve fame 
based on concert works rather than operas.  
(A mere 200 years separates him from Antonio 
Vivaldi, the previous one to do so.) While he 
did compose some for the stage, Respighi’s 
education and career were focused elsewhere: 
his principal professors specialized in concert 
works or early music. He himself was an 
orchestral violist (including a stint in St. Petersburg 
where he caught a few lessons from Rimsky-
Korsakov), and his steadiest employment 
came in 1913 with a faculty position at an 
academy in Rome. Rome was the most 
concert-focused (rather than opera) out of all 
the Italian cities, and Respighi’s success would 
stem from his orchestral works, particularly his 
trio of splashy and vivacious illustrations of 
Roman life, past and present: Fountains of 
Rome, Pines of Rome, and Roman Festivals.

While some composers choose to remain  
coy about their inspirations, Respighi himself 
provided detailed descriptions for the four 
connected movements of Pines of Rome:

The Pines of the Villa Borghese  
(Allegretto vivace) Children are at play in the 
pine groves of the Villa Borghese, dancing the 
Italian equivalent of “Ring around a Rosy.”  
They mimic marching soldiers and battles.  
They twitter and shriek like swallows at evening, 
coming and going in swarms. Suddenly the 
scene changes.

The Pines Near a Catacomb (Lento) 
We see the shadows of the pines, which 
overhang the entrance of a catacomb.  
From the depths rises a chant, which  
echoes solemnly, like a hymn, and is  
then mysteriously silenced.

The Pines of the Janiculum (Lento) There is  
a thrill in the air. The full moon reveals the 
profile of the pines of Gianicolo’s Hill.  
A nightingale sings.

 

The Pines of the Appian Way (Tempo di Marcia) 
Misty dawn on the Appian Way. The tragic 
country is guarded by solitary pines. Indistinctly, 
incessantly, the rhythm of unending steps.  
The poet has a fantastic vision of past glories. 
Trumpets blare, and the army of the Consul 
bursts forth in the grandeur of a newly risen 
sun toward the Sacred Way, mounting in 
triumph the Capitoline Hill.

Some further context: the Villa Borghese 
garden is the most “modern” of Respighi’s 
locations, established in the 17th century and 
shaped into its current form in the 19th. The 
Roman catacombs date back much further, at 
least to the Jewish and Christian populations 
of the 2nd century. There are actually two 

“rising chants” in this movement, both among 
the most popular medieval Catholic chants: the 

“Clemens Rector” Kyrie, and the Sanctus from 
Mass IX “Cum jubilo.”

The Janiculum is one of Rome’s tallest hills, 
named for Janus, the two-faced Roman god  
of time, beginnings, and transitions. Respighi’s 
casual remark that “a nightingale sings”  
plays down the fact that an actual recorded 
nightingale song is used–one of the first 
instances of a recording being included in a 
concert work. The Appian Way was built in  
the 4th century for the transport of marching 
troops. (The consul mentioned in Respighi’s 
note was the highest elected position in 
ancient Rome.) The Sacred Way (Via sacra) 
connects the Roman Coliseum to the 
Capitoline Hill, site of the first great Temple  
of Jupiter.

The GFSA has performed Pines of Rome  
once before, in 2006.



Medea’s Dance of Vengeance 1955  
Samuel Barber  |  1910 -1981

Samuel Barber had the kind of auspicious  
early career that most composers can only 
dream of. Showing prodigious talent as a  
child, Barber entered the Curtis Institute at  
age 14 (where the school’s founder eventually 
singled him out for special promotion), won a 
Rome Prize for two years of study in Italy, and 
by his mid-twenties, saw performances of his 
music by major orchestras in Europe and the 
United States. When Toscanini conducted the 
famous Adagio for Strings in 1938, Barber’s 
name was made, and he would thenceforth 
compose almost exclusively in collaboration 
with America’s most prestigious musicians  
and institutions.

Barber’s ballet Medea was written for the 
iconic choreographer Martha Graham in 1946. 
It is based, in rather abstracted form, on the 
Greek myth of Jason and Medea. Like most 
myths, various versions of the story exist, but 
typically Jason and Medea meet during his 
quest for the Golden Fleece, during which 
Medea falls in love with him and assists him  
in his trials. Despite vowing to wed her, Jason 
abandons her in order to marry into the 
Corinthian royal family. In revenge, Medea 
murders their two sons, along with Jason’s 
intended bride. Barber excerpted Medea’s 
Dance of Vengeance as a standalone 
orchestral piece in 1955. 

This is the GFSA’s first performance of  
the work.

Siegfried’s Funeral Music 1874  
Richard Wagner  |  1813 -1883

One would be hard-pressed to identify a 
more polarizing figure in music history than 
German opera composer Richard Wagner.  
His music is full of great brilliance and beauty, 
but the epic scale and deliberate pace of his 
operas keep them from being easily digested. 
(Two famous quotes, attributed to various 
sources, illustrate this tension: “Wagner has 
great moments but bad quarter-hours” and 

“Wagner’s music is better than it sounds.”) 
Additionally, only the most aggressive Wagner 
partisan would claim that Wagner was 
anything but a thoroughly reprehensible person.  

His famous anti-Semitism became an obsession 
in the last years of his life, and there are 
vanishingly few examples of him doing 
anything remotely altruistic–if you weren’t 
useful to him, he wasn’t interested in you.  
This attitude occasionally reached almost 
comic absurdity: When a nobleman and amateur 
composer wrote to Wagner that he was 
dedicating a composition to him, Wagner’s 
response was that the dedication was pointless 
if the noble wasn’t sending him money. 

Nonetheless, Wagner’s effect on Western  
culture would be almost impossible to overstate. 
Leading figures in art, literature, philosophy, and 
psychology have cited him as an influence, and 
music of all sorts, including popular styles and 
film scoring, reflects his influence. Certainly no 
one in the world of opera has been immune to 
Wagner’s innovations: If you’re watching this 
performance in a darkened theater, you have 
Wagner to thank for that.

Two of Wagner’s most distinctive stylistic 
features are in full force in the orchestral excerpt 
Siegfried’s Funeral Music from his four-opera 
epic The Ring of the Nibelungs. First is his 
selection of myth for the topic of his operas. In 
an era when opera plots tended to come from 
literature or historical events, Wagner was 
drawn to Norse myth as a way  
to tap into the fundamental nature (since 
corrupted, he felt ) of the Germanic people,  
and as a source of archetypal stories and 
characters. Many of the well-known Norse 
gods (Wotan, Loki, and Thor ) make an 
appearance in The Ring, though by the time 
the hero Siegfried dies of a spear in the back 
from the treacherous Hagen, they have largely 
absented themselves from the drama.

Second is the use of leitmotif or “leading-
motives”–that is, melodies that are associated 
with certain people, places, or objects in the 
drama, which thus “lead” the audience to think 
of those things when the melody is heard. 
Siegfried’s Funeral Music begins with 
melodies belonging to the Volsungs (a race  
of people from whom Siegfried descends), 
Siegfried himself, and finally Brünnhilde, 
Siegfried’s warrior goddess love whom he  
has been tricked into betraying.

This is the GFSA’s first performance of 
Siegfried’s Funeral Music.



Lighting of the Beacons  2003  
Howard Shore  |  1946 - 

For his popular fantasy trilogy The Lord of 
the Rings, JRR Tolkien borrowed liberally from 
the same myths as Wagner, and perhaps from 
Wagner himself, though Tolkien denied it.  
The existence of a ring that grants unstoppable 
power to the wearer is only the most obvious 
connection between Wagner’s Ring and 
Tolkien’s Rings. Both also feature dragons 
hoarding gold, romances between mortals and 
immortals, and a scheming dwarf named Mim 
(or Mime).

Tolkien’s already familiar work received a 
further popularity boost in the early 2000s from 
the film adaptations by director Peter Jackson. 
The Lighting of the Beacons is among the 
most striking set-pieces in the third film, with a 
sweeping score from composer Howard Shore 
accompanying the lighting of a sequence of 
bonfires signaling to the allies of Gondor that 
they are called to battle.

How to Train Your Dragon  2010  
John Powell  |  1963 - 

The dragons of DreamWorks’ How to Train 
Your Dragon are considerably cuter than those 
found in Wagner or Tolkien, despite the threat 
they pose to the residents of the fictional island of 
Berk. John Powell’s Celtic-inspired score 
earned him Oscar and BAFTA nominations.

Piano Concerto No. 3  1952  
Dimitri Kabalevsky |  1904 - 1987

If you were a composer, or any artist,  
living in Russia during the Soviet era, you  
were charged with adhering to the aesthetic 
doctrine of “socialist realism,” an amorphous 
policy that art should depict society “realistically,” 
as determined by communist propaganda. 
Thus artworks should end optimistically 
(indicating the eventual triumph of the workers) 
and mustn’t be too esoteric (to respect their 
tastes and abilities). The vagueness of these 
guidelines didn’t necessarily lead to great 
freedom or variety; practically, “socialist realism” 
often ended up meaning “music Stalin liked.”

While many composers understandably chafed 
under such conditions, Dmitri Kabalevsky 
achieved considerable professional success, 
maintaining an ear-friendly diatonic compositional 
style and focusing his musical efforts on 
education. His music for young pianists has 
been especially popular, played by countless 
piano students all over the world. 

The Piano Concerto No. 3 (nicknamed “Youth” ) 
was written in this vein, giving young players a 
tuneful and flashy work to play without the 
intimidating virtuosity of most concertos in  
the repertoire. 

The GFSA has performed Kabalevsky’s  
Piano Concerto No. 3 once before, in 1978.

––Program notes by Grant Harville
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